business development for the tourism industry

Kurbits is an international business
development program, tailor made for
the tourism industry. The programs

Kurbits Business
development program

spans during a 4-6-month period, with

For businesses in need of knowledge and tools to devlop their

one meeting per month, under the

a point of departure and aims to make them more businesslike

companies. The program uses the participants’ own businesses as

guidance of a specially trained process

and profitable. Through workshops and discussions, important

leader. Meetings are held in a workshop

alternated with individual work.

format, alternating new information
with inspiration, cases and tools.
External speakers and experts are also
invited to the meetings to share their
knowledge and experience. Between

parts of business development are methodically explored. This is

1. Business goals – My company today and in the future
2. Products and services with a customer focus
3. Your brand and the customer journey
4. Sales - Inspire the customer and make buying easy
5. Financial management & pricing – How to generate more profit
6. Entrepreneurship – Make it happen!

Personal coaching on two occasions

meetings, each participant receives
personal coaching on-site at their
respective businesses and work with
concrete tools to help them go from
words to action. Each group has 8-10
companies participating. The goal is
that the participating entrepreneurs
increase their effectiveness and profitability as well as the possibility of
finding new business partners.

the tourism industry
business development for

EARN MORE FROM WHAT
YOU ALREADY KNOW

The Kurbits effect
More than 730 businesses have participated in Kurbits pro-

terms of ’soft’ values such as increased professionalism,

grams in Sweden and Switzerland, and they have testified

greater self-confidence and increased motivation. The cumu-

that Kurbits has helped them develop. The positive effects are

lative effect is even greater. Kurbits has helped industries,

measurable in terms of turnover and profitability, but also in

regions and destinations to develop.
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Financial results
The Kurbits businesses are monitored over a tree year period –
the year they participate and two years after the program
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year itself. Here are the results from using the The SIMPLER™
method to analyze Kurbits participant businesses during 2014
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and 2016 in Jönköping County. The reference group consists of
non-participating small businesses in the same industry with
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What is Kurbits?
An international business development program from
Sweden that has expanded to Switzerland.
What makes Kurbits unique is that it is developed, adapted
and designed for small scale businesses’
It’s developed by the tourism sector for the tourism sector.
Custom designed tools to help businesses move from words
to action.
The process and the method promotes innovation, cooperation and concrete results for the participants.
The program is quality assured by Dalarna University and
experts in the tourism industry.
Kurbits can be easily integrated in ongoing initiatives.
Kurbits is a one-stop-shop with ready made documents.
Kurbits business development program is translated into
english, french and german.

Award winning program:
Kurbits has been awarded ”Good Practice” by the EU for cross-sector initiatives and innovation in the area of
tourism as a means to stimulate competitiveness in small and medium-sized enterprises in 2013.
Kurbits was also given a “2016-National winner” -award at the European Enterprise Promotion Awards for developing
businesses in the tourism sector to achieve their full economic and export potential.

Contact: Petra Lindberg, E-mail: petra@kurbits.org Web: www.kurbits.org/en
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